The HERA collider p (820/920 Gev) e ± ( 27.6 Gev ) Interactions described in a SU (2)XU (1) For masses beyond the LEP reach, best sensitivity achieved so far 9 (Submitted to Phys. Lett. B, DESY 08-009 )
Searches for e* with H1 (almost all e* decay topologies are investigated )
Cross section very small in that case :
σ (f=+f') = 7.3 X 10 -3 pb -1 σ (f=-f') = 7.8 X 10 -6 pb -1
at M e* = 200 GeV
Only the case f = +f ' will be studied 11 e* ν ν ν νW e* eZ e* eγ e* branching ratio Invariant mass distributions in the 3 main channels : In the mass range 200 GeV < M l * < 300 GeV, HERA has the best sensitivity 13 1
